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Swot stand for Strengths, Weakness, opportunities and Threats. Introduction at the heart of any. Demographics
are usually taken by surveying the target audience. Maruti is focusing on making these NEXA dealerships
self-sufficient in the future, so that people can get a premium experience in getting their cars serviced in
NEXA outlets. But having to go to regular dealers to get their car serviced is affecting its customers. The
Maturity stage is the time when most profit is earned by the market as a whole. Possible to take out some
production cost, to transfer production to a cheaper facility, sell to other cheaper markets. Maruti Suzuki has
employee strength over 7, as at end march  How is franchising useful? Brand Image helps a lot in the product
sales or development which in turn helps the company to grow aggressively Established distribution and after
sales network. Questions can be open-ended or closed-ended. Understanding the Indian market and ability to
design products with differentiating features. Decline Stage Eventually Maruti product sales began to decline
as the market became saturated. Distribution channel of maruti suzuki. If all the 2. Target marketing is the
selection of the customers you wish to service. Types of Research Along with this there may be 3 type of
research methodology these are: â€” Exploratory research. This could be achieved by having a proper
Marketing channel system in place. Unit cost is very much even when declining production volumes.
Marketing costs may be high in order to test the market, undergo launch promotion and set up distribution
channels. Maruti suzuki, product, price, distribution and promotion 1. This curve is drawn showing product
revenue overtime. Maruti got a very good response for its old ware house which imposed the company to
make other launches, In Maruti launched Maruti Suzuki Omni. After , Maruti ,s next major update came more
than a decade later, in , when Maruti decided to soften the sharp angular lines of Maruti with a more jellybean
design. This speaks a lot about the Maruti , designed way back in s Situation Analysis The Target Marketing
Target marketing involve breaking a market into segments and then concentrating your marketing efforts on
one or few key segments. This essay and no longer wish to. It is beneficial to the retailer also as they obtain
exclusive rights to distribute products of a prominent brand and gain preferential support and assistance from
supplier in relation to day-to-day management matters and merchandise. Care should be taken to control the
amount of stocks of the product. Check out our top free essays on distribution channel of maruti suzuki to help
you write your own essay. Coexistence pacifique dissertation abstract. The Maruti , in essence is a direct
reflection of the Indian buying patterns. Though the conclusion has been drawn to hypothesis and further
tested by the research work undertaken in the relevant field. Maruti Suzuki is the leader of Indian car market
over for two decades. In fiscal year Maruti Suzuki became the only Indian company to production and sell one
million cars in a year. This particular way of data collection was used because of its low cost except data
collected through surfing the Internet and time time consumption factor is also very low. To solve problems.


